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LEARNING ACTIVITIES

CLASS: JASPER

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
COMPREHENSION
Chioma is visiting her friend Linda.
As they sat together with their other friends, watching cartoon and eating
Popcorn with Juice, Chioma felt so happy.
Earlier in the day, her mother had told her to do her home work, tidy her room
and wash her school lunch flask before she would allow her to go.
Chioma did all her mother told her to do, which made her mother very happy and
she gave her permission to go to her friend’s house.
As Chioma sat with her friends watching cartoon and having fun, she said to her
herself ‘Yes, it is good to obey our parents’
QUESTIONS: Answer the following correctly.

1. What is the name of Chioma’s friend?-________________.
2. Mention what they ate as they watched cartoon.______________,
-_________________
3. List the things Chioma’s mother asked her to do before she will go to her friend’s
house.-____________________________________________________________
_
4. Were there other friends at Linda’s house with them?
-_______________________
5. What would have happened if Chioma did not do what her mother told her to
do?
________________________________________________________________.
Underline the Adverbs in these sentences.
Example: I met him yesterday.
6. They ate the food hungrily.

7. She called me last night.
8. The child danced happily.
9. They ran quickly.
Fill in the blank spaces with the correct preposition
10. The cat hid--------- the table.
11. There is no meat-------- my soup.
12. Mummy was talking ------------- daddy on the phone.
13. This letter is------------ you.
Fill in the spaces with the correct “WH’ Questions.
Example: Where is the post office?
14. ----------------- of these books is your own?
15. ---------------- are you late to school?
16. ---------------- is your best friend?
17. ----------------- did she go to?
18. ----------------- is the time?
Indicate what each sentence is ( Exclamation, Statement, Command, Question)
Example: She is my mummy.—Statement.
19. Don’t touch the television. -- -------------------------20. Oh! Dear!- ---------------------21. Do you know her? -- -----------------------.

MATHEMATICS
Write in Words
1. 1,230= _______________________________________________
2. 998= _________________________________________________
3. 76= -_______________________________________________
Write in figures
4. Seven hundred and twenty five= ____________
5. One thousand, three hundred and one= ___________
6. One hundred and six= -______________
Fix in the missing numbers
7. 3 x __ = 21
8. __ x  7 = 14
9. 4 x 5 = ___

Write the correct figures to these Roman numerals
10. Vii= ________
11. X=__________
12. Xxi= ________
Choose and write out your answer. ( 12+7, 10+90, 11+9, 5+4)
13. --------- gives us the total of 100.
14. --------- gives us the total of 19.
SHOW YOUR WORKING
15. What is the difference between 98 and 29?

16. A boy has 10 toes, how many toes will 7boys have?

17. From 150 take away 36.

18. There are 73 eggs in a bowl and a baby broke 25 eggs. How many eggs are left in
the bowl?

19. Share 30 Apples among 5 boys. How many Apples will each boy get?

20. H T U
7 3 4
+ 2 6 8
_________

_________

GENERAL PAPER
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
1. Mention two farmer’s friends. a. ____________

b. ___________

2. Draw and name two farm tools and state what each one is used for.
a.

Uses: ____________________

b.

____________________

3. State one way we can control farmer’s enemies.
________________________________
4. Mention two things planted seed needs to grow well.
a. ___________________________ b. ___________________________

 ASIC SCIENCE
B
1. Which sense organ tells us how smooth, rough, soft or hard an object is?
______________
2. Write two examples of soluble object( things that soak in water and remain as
they are) a____________________ b__________________
3. Write two descriptions of air. A________________ b________________

4. List three primary colours. a. ________________ b. ______________ c.
_____________

CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS STUDIES
1. What is the name of the emperor that ordered people to go home and be
counted? _____________________
2. Who told the shepherds in the field that a king is born? _____________________

3. Zechariah and Elizabeth are whose parents? ___________________
4. Write what happened during the baptism of Jesus.
__________________________________________________________________
____

HEALTH SCIENCE
1. Draw any two animals and write their type of movements.

Movement:-_______________,

________________________

2. “Start, Sprinting and Finish” are the three stages we have in
____________________
3. List the three skills we need in basketball game. a_____________,
b_____________, c__________________
4. Write two safety rules in swimming. a________________,
b-_________________.

HOME ECONOMICS
1. State two reasons why we bathe. a______________, b________________
2. Mention three rooms in the house and state what each room is used for.
a______________, b______________, c-_________________
Uses.____________,-_______________, _______________
3. Mention two ways of how we can care for our clothes.
a. _________________ b. ____________________
4. Write two simple health rules you know. a______________, b______________

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Draw and label the Keyboard

PROJECT WORK

Choose only one of these and do it on a Cardboard Paper
1. Draw and colour two simple farm tools.
2. Draw and colour two farm animals.
3. Draw and colour a plant, label the “ Root, Stem, Branch, Leaves, Fruits.

